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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

INT. CRUISE SHIP BILGE EVENING

SAD MELLOW PIANO CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.On a

Cruise ship Mr.Magma is on the ship in a fetal position

trying to control is powers. Magma’s skin GLOWS ORANGE.

MR.MAGMA

Come on stop glowing, stop glowing.

Suddenly the door to bilge SQUEAKS OPEN off screen.

CRUISE WORKER 1 (O.S)

Why is it so hot down here?

CRUISE WORKER 2(O.S)

I don’t know.

THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Mr.Magma gets up

and hides behind some of the wooden crates. 2 CRUISE WORKERS

both wearing white uniforms one African American and another

one wearing glasses both go into the bilge to do some

inventory.

Suddenly 1 of the crates that Mr.Magma is behind starts to

BURN.

MR.MAGMA

(worried)

Oh Man.

Suddenly 1 of the Cruise Workers SMELLS something.

CRUISE WORKER 1

(to Cruise Worker 2)

Hey do you smell something?

CRUISE WORKER 2

Yeah It smells like something

burning.

The 2 Cruise Workers then turned their attention to the

burning crate in the corner.

CRUISE WORKER 1

(freaks out)

Oh no quick get the fire

extinguisher.

(CONTINUED)
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Cruise Worker 2 grabs the fire extinguisher and EXTINGUISHES

the flames, but the flames aren’t extinguishes. Suddenly

from the SMOKE comes out Mr.Magma and he throws a punch

right at 1 of the Cruise workers, causing his uniform to

catch on FIRE.

CRUISE WORKER 2(O.S)

AHHH I’m on fire!!!

CRUISE WORKER 1

Relax Phil I’ll go get some help.

All of sudden Mr.Magma MELTS a HOLE through the ship letting

him to escape and SPLASHES into the water.

CUT TO

EXT. PACIFIC OCEAN OUTSIDE OF THE CRUISE EVENING

Magma is in the water with the magma around him starts to

FORM into BLACK FLOATING ROCKS. Mr.Magma then stands up on

the floating rocks and Magma drifts off into the ocean.

MR.MAGMA

I am a monster, I need to make a

place of my very own.

THRILLING EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Mr.Magma

FIRES MAGMA out of hands on the ocean causing more of the

black rocks to FORM.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT ONE

FADE IN

EXT. HONOLULU HAWAII AIRPORT DAYTIME

HAWAIIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.S.P.D’s private

jet had lands on the runway and come to a complete stop.

The private jet opens the door come out the steps from the

private jet. Then the Koalas walks out from the jet wearing

their sunglasses and hats and wearing Hawaiian shirts. Then

Rose McScott comes down the steps wearing a sunhat and

wearing a fabulous Hawaiian dress and wearing sunglasses.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Ahh Hawaii the most beautiful state

in the United States.

PAUL

Well it became part of the United

States in the year 1959.

BRUCE

We don’t need a history lesson

we’re here for a vacation.

Then S.P.D and the Professors comes out from the jet.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(smiles)

Hey it’s OK to have some history

lessons while on vacation.

FLUFFY

Well yeah but I really want to see

Stan without his shirt on.

STAN

Yeah you won’t see that often.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

We are really here to obverse the

waves of the ocean on the island.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

(explains)

We are making a new type of solar

panels that can store more energy

from the sun.

MARTIN

Now that is an amazing idea for

storing energy.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

And with that will spread more

energy though society.

JAKE

Well I am here to ride the waves

not to study them.

PROFESSOR VIOLET RXES

Well let’s get settled at our beach

house and head to the beach.

(CONTINUED)
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DEXTER

(to the Koalas)

We could teach you guys some

surfing.

PAUL

That’s be prefect.

JAKE

(glad)

Yeah I totally want to do some cool

tricks.

Suddenly their limo DRIVES up to them.

FADE TO

EXT. S.P.D’S PRIVATE BEACH HOUSE BEACH DAYTIME.

HAWAIIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.On the beach

right at S.P.D’s private beach house Paul, Jake, Martin,

Bruce and Fluffy are all in their swimsuits so as S.P.D

holding their surfboards.

S.P.D then place their surfboards on the sand.

PETER

(smiles)

OK the first thing in surfing you

have to lay flat on your board.

Stan, Peter and Dexter all lay flat on their surfboards. The

Koalas then place their surfboards on the sand and then lay

flat on their surfboards.

STAN

(explains)

The next step in surfing you need

to use your arms to paddle your

board all the way to the wave.

Stan, Peter and Dexter all demonstrates paddling the board

by uses their arms in a stroking motion.

DEXTER

Think as it is like swimming but

you’re on a board.

JAKE

I don’t get it.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(to Jake)

Pay attention Jakey.

The Koalas all stroke their arms back and froth multiple

times. Then Rose and the Professors come by wearing their

swim suits.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to the Koalas)

Looks like you guys are getting the

hand.

MARTIN

You bet mom.

PAUL

Here is a history fact the ancient

Hawaiians didn’t consider surfing a

mere a recreational activity,

hobby, extreme sport or career as

it is viewed today.

MARTIN

And the surfboards are made out

from 3 types of trees the koa, ulu

and the wiliwili trees.

BRUCE

(disgusted)

And that is why you should leave

this stuff back home.

PETER

Good now you have to get up on the

board .

STAN

You have to get up on the board

slowly like this.

Stan Peter and Dexter all stand up on their surfboards. And

the Koalas then stand up on their surfboards.

STAN

(smiles)

Good now let’s tested out on the

water.

Stan, Peter and Dexter and the Koalas all picks their

surfboards and headed towards the water. Then Professor Ryan

Rexes gave Martin a hi tech surfboard to use.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Martin I need you to use this hi

tech surfboard to collect the data

from the waves.

MARTIN

(understands)

Oh now I see for the invention.

CUT TO

EXT.PACIFIC OCEAN DAYTIME

The Koalas paddle their surfboards so as Stan, Peter and

Dexter, causing the water SPLASH along the way. Suddenly a

BIG WAVE comes out from the water.

STAN

OK there is a wave right in front

of them.

SURFER ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas and

S.P.D all pedaled their surfboards right towards the big

wave. On the big wave Fluffy slowly stand up on her

surfboard and then smiles.

FLUFFY

(to Stan)

Hey Stan look at me I am doing it I

am doing it.

Suddenly Fluffy SLIPS off of her surfboard and SPLASHES into

the ocean.

PETER

(shouts)

Keep us the good work Furious

Fluffy.

Fluffy pocks her head out from the water and get back up

onto her surfboard and SPITS out some water from her mouth.

FLUFFY

(rolls her eyes)

Whatever.

Bruce struggle to balance on his surfboard while surfing.

CLOSE UP:BRUCE’S FEET.

Bruce uses his toe nails to dig them into his surfboard.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

There this will help keep me on the

board.

Suddenly Bruce’s surfboard start to CRACK, and all of a

sudden his surfboard BREAK in two halves causing Bruce to

fall into the ocean.

JAKE

(shouts to Bruce)

That was a bad idea Big Bruce.

Jake smiles while he is balancing on his surfboard while

riding the wave.

JAKE

(shout)

AWESOMONGO!!!

DEXTER

Looks like you are getting a hang

of this Jakey.

JAKE

(smiled)

I know it’s just like skateboarding

but there is no land just water.

Paul slowly stand up from his surfboard while riding the

wave. Paul then led to the right of his surfboard causing

his surfboard to turn right making an infinity loop trick

with his surfboard.

PAUL

Look at me guys.

Suddenly Paul fall off from his surfboard and splashed into

the water. Fluffy pedal on her surfboard up on the wave and

then stand up on her surfboard. Fluffy then lifted one leg

off from her surfboard trying to stand on the surfboard with

one leg, suddenly Fluffy fall off from her surfboard and

SPLASHED into the ocean.

DEXTER

Never stand on one leg while

surfing.

Fluffy pocks her head out from the water and SPITS out water

from her mouth.

FLUFFY

Ah Water ever.

(CONTINUED)
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Martin presses a button on his surfboard causing the

surfboard to BEEP. Martin pedal his surfboard right towards

the wave. Martin’s surfboard continue to BEEP and the lights

on the surfboard started to flash.

MARTIN

(smiles)

Eureka the surfboard is starting to

collect the data.

Martin stand up on his surfboard and ride the wave. Suddenly

Martin SLIPS off from his surfboard and SPLASH into the

ocean.

Then the surfboard starts to drift away through the ocean.

Martin pocks his head out from the water and see that the hi

tech surfboard is drifting away.

MARTIN

Oh no!

CUT TO

EXT. S.P.D’S PRIVATE BEACH HOUSE BEACH DAYTIME.

The Koalas, and S.P.D all walk back on the beach with their

surfboards in their hands expect Martin.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Martin where is your surfboard?

MARTIN

Oh it drifted off into the ocean.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

Well that’s OK.

BRUCE

How does a lost surfboard is OK?

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

It’ll collect more data from the

waves.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

And we can easily track it on the

computer.

On the computer a LITTLE RED DOT is on the monitor.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(to Martin)

See it’s heading east.

PAUL

We have a board to catch Koalas.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Oh come on Powerful Paul we are on

vacation.

BRUCE

Yeah we can get it later

ROSE MCSCOTT

Now come one you two help your

brother out into finding the

surfboard.

BRUCE

OK, will go.

FADE TO

EXT.PACIFIC OCEAN SAILBOAT DAYTIME

The Koalas are on S.P.D’s private sailboat sailing though

the ocean, Bruce was searing the boat and Paul is looking

through the binoculars. Martin uses his Koala cell to track

down.

MARTIN

(looking at his Koalacell)

According to my Koala Cell the

surfboard is still drifting east

and now it stopped.

JAKE

(feeling seasick)

Uhh, dude please stop this boat I

feel like I am losing my tacos.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Ahh, please don’t eat them again

after you throw them back up.

JAKE

(feeling sick)

Sorry just thought of it.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(to the other Koalas)

Guys I can see an island.

PAUL’S P.O.V BINOCULARS

Though the binoculars Paul sees a black island.

RETURN TO SCENE.

MARTIN

Looks like that island is not part

of the Hawaiian islands.

BRUCE

Well it didn’t have anytime to

develop.

MARTIN

(explains)

It’ll take thousand or millions

years to make an island to appear.

PAUL

Well the surfboard is on the island

set a course to the island Big

Bruce.

Bruce steers the ship towards the island.

FADE TO

EXT. MAGMA’S ISLAND DAYTIME CLOUDY.

MYSTERIOUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Koalas

arrive to the island and gazed at the island.

FLUFFY

Wow it’s more terrible in person.

PAUL

Let’s see who created this island.

The Koalas get off from the sailboat and go on the island.

STEAM is coming out of the island. Then Martin notices the

surfboard.

MARTIN

Hey look the surfboard.

Martin picks up the surfboard from the water.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

I can feel the heat on my feet it’s

hot.

JAKE

(smile)

Hey look at hot springs.

Jake jumps into the hot springs and SPLASHED into it. Then

Jake leap out from the hot springs.

JAKE

(freaked out)

AHHH HOT, it’s hot too hot too

hot!!!

Jake runs around in pain and scotches his bum on the ground

MARTIN

I can see the temperature of the

island’s water is over 100,000

degrees.

BRUCE

(surprised)

What 100,000

Suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

PAUL

(to the others)

Guys my ears are wiggling , some

one is close by.

FLUFFY

Something or someone?

PAUL

It’s someone Furious Fluffy, let’s

see who it is .

The Koalas walk deeper into the island.

FADE TO

EXT. MAGMA’S ISLAND VOLCANO DAYTIME CLOUDY

The Koalas arrive at the volcano in the middle of the

island. SMOKE is coming out off the top of the volcano.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Dude, that’s got to be 1 wacked out

mountain.

BRUCE

It’s not a mountain, it’s a

volcano.

Bruce punches Jake in the shoulder

PAUL

Let’s just start climbing.

The Koalas hop onto the volcano and start climbing all the

way to the top.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

FADE TO

EXT. MAGMA’S ISLAND TOP OF THE VOLCANO DAYTIME CLOUDY

ADVENTURE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The Koalas

climb up to the top of the volcano.

PAUL

We made it to the top.

FLUFFY

(disguised)

It’s about time, my claws are

getting dirty.

PAUL

I can notice that too.

Martin points to the distance to see a volcano lair on the

other side of the volcano.

MARTIN

Hey look over there, it looks like

a lair?

Then suddenly SMOKE comes out from the volcano.

PAUL

Let’s find out who is in there.

(CONTINUED)
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The Koalas ACTIVATE their levitation functions on their

utility belts, causing them to FLOAT in the air and FLY to

the other side of the volcano.

CUT TO

EXT. MAGMA’S ISLAND VOLCANO LAIR ENTRANCE

The Koalas FLOAT to the entrance to the lair. Bruce starts

to SWEAT and it comes down from his forehead.

BRUCE

It it just me or is it getting hot

over here?

Martin looks at his koala cell and suddenly his glasses FOG

UP. Martin wipes the fog off of his glasses.

MARTIN

According to my koala cell, most of

the island’s heat is coming from

inside of the volcano.

JAKE

Now we have to find out what’s on

this island.

Then Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE again.

PAUL

More like who, I can hear someone’s

heartbeat in the volcano. I think

this is the entrance all the way

down to the volcano. Let’s find out

who is behind all of this.

The Koalas walk into the volcano lair.

CUT TO

EXT. MAGMA’S ISLAND VOLCANO LAIR

The Koalas walk down the steps to the bottom of the volcano

Lair and see Mr.Magma is in the volcano in a fetal position.

JAKE

Is that Mr.Magma.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Mr.Magma FIRES a

MAGMA right at Jake, but Jake dodges the magma ball.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Now I know the forming of the

island, it’s made of magma from

Magma.

Martin dodges a magma ball from Mr.Magma. Paul throws a

sticky bomb right at Mr.Magma. STICKY SLIME spreads all over

Mr.Magma.

MR.MAGMA

(angry)

Get off of my Island Koalas.

Mr.Magma SHOOTS out MAGMA from his hands right at the

Koalas. The Koalas all dodges the flying magma and Bruce

does a flying jump kick right at Magma hitting him in the

chest, causing his foot to get burnt by the magma. Bruce

SCREAMS in pain from the heat of Mr.Magma’s magma skin

BRUCE

AHH!! That hurt.

Bruce takes out his taser stick and SHOCKS it at Mr.Magma

causing him to EXPLODE, causing a CLOUD OF SMOKE to APPEAR.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Well that takes care of Mr.Magma,

PAUL

No it’s not he is still their and

his heart is still beating.

Magma comes out from the smoke and throws a punch right at

Paul, hitting him in the face causing some of his fur on his

face to BURN and he SCREAMS in pain.

MR.MAGMA

(mad)

Get off from my island.

PAUL

Just let you ask one question why

did you made this island?

MR.MAGMA

I want a place to call my own so I

can not be called a monster.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

As if you are already a monster.

(CONTINUED)
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MAGMA

(angry)

AHHH!!!

Mr.Magma throws his hands onto the ground causing the ground

to turn into MAGMA. The Koalas quickly ACTIVATE their

levitation function on their utility belts and FLOAT into

the air and the entire island TURNS into MAGMA.

Mr.Magma BLAST off into the air and heads towards Hawaii.

MARTIN

Oh no Mr.Magma is heading towards

Hawaii.

JAKE

So what Hawaii has a volcano, oh no

Hawaii has an island.

BRUCE

If Mr.Magma gets to the volcano the

entire state of Hawaii will be

destroyed with everyone on it.

MARTIN

Correct.

PAUL

Well we better stop him at once.

MARTIN

I could modify the surfboard into a

laser cannon that can shoot a force

field to capture Mr.Magma before he

hits the volcano.

PAUL

We have no time to lose let’s get

him.

The Koalas FLOAT into the air and FLY towards Hawaii.

CUT TO

EXT. HAWAIIAN BEACHES HONOLULU DAYTIME

HAWAIIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.On the beaches of

Honolulu BEACH GOERS are relaxing on the beach and some are

playing volleyball.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly a MAGMA DROPS falls from the sky and fall on a

beach umbrella, BURNING it into FLAMES. The LIFEGUARD in his

20’s blonde hair male is sitting on the lifeguard chair and

see that the umbrella is on fire.

The Lifeguard leaps off of the chair. He lands on the ground

and looks surprise. Then across the sky comes Mr.Magma.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

Koalas all tackle Mr.Magma causing all of them to fall from

the sky and all the way down to the streets of Honolulu.

CUT TO

EXT. STREETS OF HONOLULU DAYTIME.

The Koalas all body slams on Mr.Magma SMASHING him to the

ground. Magma BLAST his MAGMA out of his hands right at the

Koalas, causing them to fly off of Mr.Magma and fall to the

ground.

MR.MAGMA

Get out of my way Koalas I have an

island to destroy.

The Koalas all throw throwing stars right at Mr.Magma, but

the throwing stars all MELT on his back as he continues to

walk down the street.

PAUL

(to the others)

We need another plan to stop Magma.

Jake points to the firetruck on the right side of the road.

JAKE

What about that firetruck?

PAUL

(smiles)

Jakey good idea.

Mr.Magma continues to run down the street. All of a sudden

Mr.Magma gets hit in the back by a STREAM OF WATER causing

him to turn into STONE.

FIRE SIRENS come out of nowhere and the Koala rushs down the

street with Bruce at the wheel.

JAKE

Drink water magma brain.

(CONTINUED)
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Magma BREAKS free from being a stone statue and FIRES A

BLAST OF LAVA out of his hands right at the firetruck. The

Koalas all leap out of the firetruck as the lava fist the

firetruck causing it to EXPLODE. The Koalas all land on the

ground.

Mr.Magma puts his hands on a park gas truck and picks it up.

The gas truck starts to OVER HEAT AND GLOW YELLOW and

Mr.Magma throws the gas truck right at the Koalas, but the

Koalas all dodge the incoming gas truck, causing the gas

truck to EXPLODE causing the building that exploded on to

CRUMBLE and COLLAPSE into DUST.

FLUFFY

I hope no one was in that building.

Martin PROJECTS A HOLOGRAM TABLET out of his glasses

MARTIN

According to my glasses no one was

in that building.

PAUL

Good, now Marty did you modify the

board?

MARTIN

(smiles)

Yes I did with a powerful cooling

blast from the surfboard shall

transform around Mr.Magma into a

sphere.

BRUCE

Well fire away Marty.

Mr.Magma SHOOTS out LAVA out of his hands causing him to

FLY into the air and heads towards the volcano.

MR.MAGMA

I can’t fire at him at this

distant, we have to get real close

up to Magma to trap Magma.

PAUL

(serious)

Well there is no time to talk after

him.

The Koalas levitation function on their utility belts to

FLOAT into the air and FLY towards the volcano.

FADE TO
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EXT. HAWAIIAN VOLCANO OHOA DAYTIME

THRILLING ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Mr.Magma

climbs to the top of the volcano.All of a sudden Magma

gotten hit by 8 sticky bombs from the sky.

The Koalas all FLOAT down to the ground and into their

fighting stances.

PAUL

Give up Mr.Magma now.

Mr.Magma’s body GLOWS and he BREAKS free from the sticky

slime and FIRES LAVA from his hands right at the Koalas, but

the Koalas all dodge the lava blast.

MAGMA

(angry)

All I wanted is to find a place

that I am not called a monster, so

if you guys wanted to call me a

monster fine, I AM A MONSTER.

Mr.Magma FIRES a BLAST of LAVA right at the Koalas. The

Koalas all dodge the blast, Paul and Bruce both do flying

jump kicks right at Mr.Magma hitting him in the chest, and

they both RAPIDLY do triple kicks right at Mr.Magma kicking

him in the face and legs. Mr.Magma punches the ground,

causing LAVA to BLAST through the ground and heads right at

the Koalas, but the Koalas all do back flips to dodge the

lava blast.

FLUFFY

(to Martin)

Marty quick blast Mr.Magma already.

MARTIN

I’m on it.

Martin rushes right at Mr.Magma and aims the surfboard right

at him. Mr.Magma throws a MAGMA BALL right at Martin, but

Martin FIRES LASERS from his glasses to the magma ball

causing it to EXPLODE.

MARTIN

I didn’t know that lasers combined

with magma explodes.

MAGMA

(angry)

WELL don’t you use that on me.

(CONTINUED)
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Mr.Magma FIRES MAGMA from his mouth right at Martin, Jake

tackles Martin to the ground as the magma hits a tree

causing it to BURST into FLAMES.

MARTIN

(to Jake)

Wow thanks Jakey, for a second I’ll

be a goner.

JAKE

Well Who’s going to do my homework

if your gone.

MARTIN

Jakey we don’t have homework.

Fluffy and Bruce both uppercut punches Mr.Magma and Paul do

a Ippon Seoi Nage judo throw on Mr.Magma throwing him to the

ground.

MR.MAGMA

(furious)

Enough of this foolishness.

Mr.Magma stomps on the ground causing LAVA to BURST out from

the ground hitting the Koalas, sending them flying into the

air and crash lands on the ground with some of their fur

BURN OFF and some parts of their cloths RIPPED.

Mr.Magma marches up to the edge of the volcano.

PAUL

(to the others)

Get up Koalas, we still have a bad

guy to take down.

The Koalas struggles to get up off of the ground. Paul and

Bruce pick themselves up from the ground. Martin, Jake and

Fluffy all pick themselves up from the ground also.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty is the surfboard still

working for Magma.

MARTIN

Yes it is but we have to get one

shot at him.

JAKE

One shot.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

What happens if we miss?

BRUCE

We have to get so close we can’t

even miss.

CUT TO

EXT. HAWAIIAN VOLCANO TOP OF THE VOLCANO

THRILLING DANGEROUS CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Mr.Magma reaches the top of the volcano. Mr.Magma smiles and

aims his hands right at the volcano and FIRES MAGMA from his

hands down into the volcano

PAUL(O.S)

MR.MAGMA

Mr.Magma turns around and to see that Paul, Jake, Bruce and

Fluffy are behind him.

MR.MAGMA

(mad)

You guys again, and where is the

blue one.

BRUCE

None of your business punk.

FLUFFY

We know you’re back story like the

back of our hands.

JAKE

Expect me I don’t know the back of

hand is like.

PAUL

We know your anger from Arthur.

MR.MAGMA

Not everything about me.

FLUFFY

What about Jennet and Roxy.

MR.MAGMA

(mad)

How do you know them.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Arthur told them to us, how the

both gotten stick and your anger

about the price of the treatment.

PAUL

You can just get their treatment if

you do the right thing.

All of a sudden a FORCE FIELD APPEARS around Mr.Magma

gets Then Martin turns VISIBLE and APPEARS next to Paul.

MARTIN

(glad)

Eureka, it worked.

MR.MAGMA

HEY is this some type of

distraction to trap me in his

bubble.

PAUL

Easy there Mr.Magma, you can change

all of this you can just do the

right thing for one and be a good

man for your family.

Mr.Magma presses his hands on the force field sphere and his

hands start to GLOW causing the force field sphere to BREAK

causing Mr.Magma to break free.

MR.MAGMA

Sorry Koalas, as long as I am like

this I am always a monster.

Mr.Magma points his hands to the ground and BLASTS off into

the air.

FADE TO

EXT.S.P.D’S PRIVATE BEACH HOUSE PICNIC TABLE EVENING

MELLOW HAWAIIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at

S.P.D’s beach house everyone was at the table eating pork

tacos.

ROSE MCSCOTT

So how was finding the surfboard?

MARTIN

Well we found it and we brought

back.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

And we gotten a little more trouble

while retrieving it.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

What do you mean?

FLUFFY

Mr.Magma was here and he kinda go

on a rampage.

BRUCE

But we stopped him.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Well that’s good, where is he now?

JAKE

He blasted off into the sky and he

just left.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

Well on the plus side he didn’t

ruined our vacation.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

And with the surfboard back we can

finally make design the solar

panels.

PAUL

(smiles)

Yes, you can.

FLUFFY

I wonder where Mr.Magma went off

too?

CUT TO

EXT. PACIFIC OCEAN NIGHT TIME

SAD CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Mr.Magma is on a

floating magma rock that he made and is drifting out through

the ocean.

MR.MAGMA

(crying)

Jennet, Roxy I miss you both.

Magma sits down onto his floating rock and drifts through

the ocean.


